In silico discovery of enzyme-substrate specificity-determining residue clusters.
The binding between an enzyme and its substrate is highly specific, despite the fact that many different enzymes show significant sequence and structure similarity. There must be, then, substrate specificity-determining residues that enable different enzymes to recognize their unique substrates. We reason that a coordinated, not independent, action of both conserved and non-conserved residues determine enzymatic activity and specificity. Here, we present a surface patch ranking (SPR) method for in silico discovery of substrate specificity-determining residue clusters by exploring both sequence conservation and correlated mutations. As case studies we apply SPR to several highly homologous enzymatic protein pairs, such as guanylyl versus adenylyl cyclases, lactate versus malate dehydrogenases, and trypsin versus chymotrypsin. Without using experimental data, we predict several single and multi-residue clusters that are consistent with previous mutagenesis experimental results. Most single-residue clusters are directly involved in enzyme-substrate interactions, whereas multi-residue clusters are vital for domain-domain and regulator-enzyme interactions, indicating their complementary role in specificity determination. These results demonstrate that SPR may help the selection of target residues for mutagenesis experiments and, thus, focus rational drug design, protein engineering, and functional annotation to the relevant regions of a protein.